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THERE APPEAR TO BE SOME WIDELY HELD MISCONCEPTIONS IN RESPECT TO THE REAL
REASON WFfY UNIONS HAVE SUCCEEDED IN "PUTTING OVER" ANOTHER ROUND OF GENERAL
WAGE INCREASES OF SUBSTANTIAL PROPORTIONS. We refer particularly to the explanation which advances "politics" as the motivating factor. According to the
"politics" theory, business executives have wanted to give the Eisenhower
Administration smooth sailing in the labor relations field. In order to accomplish this, so the "politics" theory goes, executives have been willing to pay
the "price" in the form of wage increases, as a means of avoiding large scale
l abor disputes and strikes.
We cannot regard the "politics" explanation as particularly flattering to
business executives. In the first place, there would be, we think, some question as to whether politically motivated wage increases were good politics.
The great majority of labor union officials are still "New Dealers and Fair
Dealers." They have taken up and are promoting the New Deal-Fair Deal cry
that the Republican "hard money" policy is leading the country toward a depression. Under the ciroumstances, and if business executives were motivated
primarily by politics, would it not be better politics to precipitate major
strikes and thus expose labor leaders to the charge that they must sha re the
r esponsibility for any business slump? As things stand, union leaders are
"sitting pretty" -- in their very favorite position. They can attack, without having to defend themselves.
In the second place, there would be, we think, some question as to whether
politically motivated wage increases were compatible with good management
ethics. Executives are, through their boards of directors, representatives
of the share holders. They are, through their directors, obligated to and
accountable to, the share holders. For executives, voluntarily and for poli tical reasons, to disburse millions upon millions of dollars in the form of wage
increases could very easily be regarded as questionable ethics.
No, the "politics" explanation of the current wage picture does not ring
true, in our opinion. We think the true explanation is far more direct and
far more simple. Specifically, we think the current round of general wage
increases have been "sparked" by ECONOMICS r a ther than politics.

1. When companies are operating at capacity and consumer demand is strong,
it is less costly to give a wage increase than to have plants shut by
strikes. Wage increases can be "passed along" to consumers, but strike
losses have to be borne by the struck companies.
2. The industries in which this latest wage "round" was born -- automobiles and steel -- were operating at capacity and consumer demand was
and is strong.
3. No matter what anyone may proclaim about "labor" no longer being a
commodity, it still AQI§ like one. Unions, too, know the circumstances
under which it is less costly to give a wage increase and increased
benefits than to have plants shut down.
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UNLESS THEY ARE WELL "SEASONED" WITH OBJEOTIVE FACT-FINDING AND THINKING,
ONE'S PERSONAL LIKES AND DISLIKES ARE POOR GUIDES TO EMPLOYEE RELATIONS DECISIONS -AND ACTIONS. This applies to~ than just one's personal likes and
dislikes as regards people. It includes one's likes and dislikes as regards
the whole range of subj eots \Vhioh come under the general heading of "terms and
conditions of employment."
We hasten to add that we are not suggesting that executives cease thinking
as individuals and embrace whatever economic and social "fashions" which may
become popular from time to time. Nor are we suggesting that executives cease
trying to "sell" the things they like and discourage the things they do not
like. We ARm suggesting that personal likes and dislikes, personal opinions,
cannot, wisely, be permitted to control an executive's thinking and acting
in employee relations matters.
E'~perience suggests that there are ~ !'lecessary ~ and frequently more
reliable guides to employee relations decisions and actions than "unseasoned"
personal likes and dislikes. Among those other reliable guides are

1. It is unwise for an executive to assume that emulovees will see his
decision or actions through~ eyes. It would be conservative to estimate that in at least nine instances out of ten, employees will see
management decisions and actions through their Q!U eyes.
2. In most instances, employees appraise management decisions and actions
in the light of what they regard as their own self-interest. Their
first and primary reaction is -- how does it affect ME? In most instances their r eaction to the decision or action is favorable or unfavorable depending on whether their answer to the question -- "how ·
does it affeot me?" -- is favorable or unfavorable.
3. In those instances in which an employee's appraisals of management
decisions and actions are not based on self-interest, they usually are
based on comparison -- comparison of the effect on the employee with
the effect on other employees; comparison of the decision or action
with a previous and, in the employees' minds, comparable decision or
action. Self-interest and compa rison are the motivating factors in
almost all employee reactions to management decisions.
4. Self-interest and comparison arei "so compelling in employees I minds
that they will come to ~ conclus ion, in respect to them, in connection with every management decision which affects them. Moreover,
they will take their information where they find it-- from management,
other employees, the union, their own imaginations. So -- when an executive desires employees to come to a corre ct conclusion, it is wise
to give them the information they need in order to do so.
There are instances, of course, in which s elf-interest or comparison
rightly l eads employees to unf avorable conclusions, as regards an executive's
decisions or actions. Even though he is aware of this, the executive may
have no choice in t he matter. But h e will, a t least, make the decision or
take the action with his eyas open as rega r ds consequences. He will not have
to cope with surpris e , as so often happ ens when executives are guided by their
personal likes and dislikes.
·
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TO THE EXTENT THAT A COMPANY CAN AND ~ AVOID SUBSTANTIAL FLUCTUATIONS
IN ITS EMPLOYMENT LEVEL, IT MAY MINIMIZE THE IMPORTANCE TO ITS EMPLOYEES OF THE

COMING GUARANTEED ANNUAL ~ ISSUE. We say a company may "minimize the importance to its employees of the coming guaranteed annual wage issue" because
we doubt that the issue can be completely eliminated in most oases. In the
first place, we expect many unions to make the guaranteed annual wage a "policy"
demand -- which means that all such unions' locals will have to include it among
their contract demands. In the second place, union officials like to "keep up
with the Joneses" when it comes to "fashions" in· contract clauses. So, for
one reason or another, the guaranteed annual wage appears likely to figure in
most contract negotiations, beginning next year and running into 1955-56.
While the guaranteed annual wage is, in our opinion, likely to figure in
most contract negotiations, there is a vast difference between what we shall
call a non-fighting demand and a fighting demand. A nQU-fighting demand is
one which a union regards as desirable but not of sufficient practical importance to its members to take them out on strike. A fighting demand is one
which has or can be made to appear to have sufficient practical importance to
a union's members to take them out on strike, if necessary or desirable in the
eyes of the union officers.
We believe that a company which ~ and ~ avoid substantial fluctuations in its employment has a reasonable chance to minlmize the importance of
the guaranteed annual wage, in its employees' minds, to the extent of making
it a n&n-fighting rather than a fighting demand.
One of the hopeful signs, in our opinion, is the fact that employers
appear to be alert to the potency of the guaranteed annual wage issue. Very
recently, for example, we were invited to participate in a meeting of the manufacturing committee of a trade association at which the guaranteed wage was
to be explored, with t~e objective of determining what, if anything, employers
can do to anticipate and prepare for this issue.
The extent to which companies CAN regularize employment varies greatly
and is not, in many cases, within management's control. The decisive int ernal factor appears to be -- how far in advance can production be glanned and
this, in turn, appe~rs to depend on the extent to which a company can manufacture for inventory. Employment can be regularized to the extent that it is
reasonably safe to substitute i nv3ntocy fluctuations for employment fluctuations. There is, of course, a decisive external factor too, which is -- the
general level of business activity which, once upon a time, was called the
"business cycle."
The extent t o which companies DO what they CAN to r egularize employment
is within management's control and on this point we want to be more specific.
The formula, as we see it, looks like this
l. Mn.na.gement has to have a genuine d.enire and determination to keep em-

ployment at as steady a level as the nature of the business will, with
reasonaole safety , permit.
2. It ha s to coordin?..te productlon, inventory and employment J2lanning over
the longest advanc e period that the nature of the business will, with
reasonable safety , permit.
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3. There has to be an assured system or procedure for bringing foreseeable
imbala.nces in production, inventory and employment to the highest level
of management for prompt decision, in the light of management desire
and determination to keep employment steady.
4. The company's policy of keeping employment steady and the practical
e.dministration of the policy ha.s to be publicized to the employees.
Otherwise, steady employment will be associated exclusively with "good
business" in their minds and the company will not reap the full benefit
of its own efforts to regularize employment.
WE HAVE CONSISTENTLY ADVOCATED THE USE 0~ EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS IN CONDUCTING LABOR RELATIONS AND, AS A CONSE~UENCE, FEEL OBLIGATED TO KEEP OUR
READERS IUFORMED HEGARDING RULINGS AND DECISIONS 1JlHICH HAVE IMPORTANT "FREE
SPEECH" ANGLES. The U.S. Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, recently made such
a ruling (National Labor Relations Board vs American Tube Bending Company, Inc).
The Court held (a) that if a company prohibits union solicitation during nonworking hours and if management addresses its employees on the subject of unionization on company property and time, i t ,!!!£St, upon req_uest, extend to the union
the same opportunity but (b) in the absence of such a no-solicitation rule,
the employer who addresses his employees on company time and property is not
obligated to extend to the union the same opportunity. The decision, in part,
follows:
"Our decision in Bonwit Teller Inc. v. National Labor Helations Board, (197
Fed. 2d 640) rules the case at bar. There we said that i t was an unfair
labor practice for the employer to exercise his privilege under Section 8
{c) of addressing his employees on the premises and arguing against the
formation of a union, if he imposed a 'no solicitation' rule against union
agitation on the pr~mises. However, we held that, since the employer operated a number of retail stores in New York and elsewhere, it was lawful (as
indeed the Board conceded) for £uch an employer to forbid solicitation at
any time upon the premises. That was an exception to the general duty to
allow solicitation on the premises in non-working hours, that the Supreme
Court in Republic Aviation Corp. v National Labor Relations Board, 324 U.S.
793, recognized that the Board might impose in factories and the like. We
rested our decision who lly upon the exception and reversed that part of the
Board's order that had held it an unfair labor practice for a."l employer to
address his employees on the premises during working hours, where he had
refused to allow the representative of the uni on an eq_ual privilege.
"If therefore the Board's order in the case at bar had depended upon the respondent's refusal, or failure, to allow Curran (the union representative
who had requested an opportunity to address the employees on company time
and property) to address the employees on the property during working hours
it could not stand. On the other hand, since the respondent refused to
allow any solicitation on the premises during non-working hours, that was
in itself an unfair labor practice , for it did not operate a retail storej
and it was an added unfair practice for it to address the employees, while
such a rule was in force."
Very truly yours,
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